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Help Me, Mr. Mutt!
Mr. Mutt is the Ann
Landers of dogs. Six
dogs write in with
their problems, and
receive answers from
Mr. Mutt, along with
critiques from The
Queen ( a cat) and
a series of charming
graphs. Close with
two newspaper
articles as the cats
attack Mr. Mutt.
Janet Stevens, Harcourt Books, 2008,
ISBN 978-0-15-204628-6

We’re Off Exploring
In a Social Studies unit it might be fun for students to write an “agony aunt”
column for crew members that are with an explorer:
• Henry Hudson’s crew
• Columbus’ crew
• Cartier’s crew
• Cabot’s crew, etc.
Students would need to research and incorporate the kinds of typical problems an
explorer might encounter, as well an including details for the specific trip of that
explorer (where are they, what is happening, the date?) The advice, on the other
hand, need not be practical if you wanted to include a humourous element in the
writing.

Henry Hudson sailing up the
Hudson River

Extreme Writing
A springboard from a picture book to extreme
writing should provide at least three topics if
possible. Here are some ideas:
1. Famished in Florida loves his food. Write about
your favourite foods, especially when and where
you eat them.
2. Dressing up. Write stories about occasions where
you have dressed up: Sunday, Halloween, a
wedding, a team, a club (Scouts or Girl Guides?),
etc.
3. Stories about pets, particularly those that relate to
the book.

Janet Stevens, Author
Janet Stevens is also
the author of The
Little Red Pen, for
which I have also
created teaching
ideas. She has a
home page that
activates when you
scroll over it. Very
charming.

Letter Writing All Around
There are many books that involve writing letters, that can provide an excellent springboard to formal and informal letters, thank you notes, letters to the
editor, e-mails, and other forms of written communication. Some of those
picture books are:
• Dear Mrs. LaRue (Mark Teague)
• Detective LaRue (Mark Teague)
• Dear Mr. Blueberry (Simon James)
• Dear Mr. Henshaw (Beverley Cleary)
• The Jolly Postman (Janet and Allan Allberg)
• Yours Truly, Goldilocks (Alma Flor Ada)
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The Queen’s Advice

Dog Expressions
Dogs have been with mankind for over 5000 years.
It probably began when wolves scavenged around the
campfires of hunters. Once it was noticed that the
puppies would bond with whatever “pack” they saw
themselves as a member of when they were little, it
was a shorter transition to friend, fellow hunter, pack
animal, source of warmth in winter, source of food if
you were starving, etc.
Anything humans have lived with for a very long
time becomes a source of expressions in the
language. “Fighting like cats and dogs” and so on.
Ask students for expressions that they know that
refer to dogs. Then give them the attached list and
ask them if they have heard them, and to write what
they think the expression means.

Vocabulary of Nothing
The timeline graph has indefinite categories that
range from “a lot” to “zilch.” Ask students to think
of words they know that mean “zilch”. They may
come up with zero, nada, naught, nil, nothing, goose
egg, or zip.

The Queen comments each time on Mutt’s advice, especially when she feels
insulted by his remarks. On the back cover she advertises herself in the
newspaper. “Do you have Dog Problems? Write to The Queen, the expert for cats, 9
Palace Place, The Catskills, NY.” Ask students to brainstorm the kinds of issues a
cat might have - try to ensure each brainstorm group has a cat owner in it. They
may come up with: being overweight, eating foods you don’t like, going for a
walk, not liking to get wet, licking yourself, dressing up, scratching furniture,
walking around at night, going to the vet, interrupted sleeping in the daytime,
walking over the owner’s newspaper, refusing to do tricks, hairballs, etc.
At this point they divide up the list, choosing one to write on as a “Letter to the
Queen” of about 50-75 words. Students then pair up, exchange letters, and write
The Queen’s Advice..remembering to stay in character as a snooty supercilious cat.
The answers can be from 75-100 words. Collect. Read out some letters to the
Queen. Ask the class, “What advice do you think should be given?” Then read
out the actual advice given.

Listen Along
As you read aloud, ask students to complete a chart of the problem the dog
presents, and the advice of Mr. Mutt.

Mr. Mutt’s Advice Column
Problem		

Solution

1. Diet			
		

1. Dog food pyramid, counters, trash, babies, lick
faces, drink from toilet

2. Not enough play

2. Pull the TV plug, show toys

3. Ridiculous costume

3. Rip, run, play dead, cooperate

4. Bark			

4. Moo, wait until everyone leaves

5. Big enough bed

5. Sleep with humans

6. Too many baths

6. Roll in something smelly, jump out of tub, shake
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Fun with Graphs
There are 5 different kinds of graphs in
the book so it is a great time to introduce
them by asking the students to create
mock versions.
Students should also understand the
specific uses of charts:
• The Pie chart to show parts of a whole.
• The Timeline to relate actions to
specific dates.
• The tally - easy to convert to a bar
graph.
For a mock chart, students could look
at and chart their reactions to favourite
things in their life:
• Favourite and least favourite lunch
foods.
• Favourite to least favourite school
activities.
• A mock food or activities chart with
things you like taking the largest space.
See below for ideas of what they might
look like.

Possible Mock Charts

From the book

cont.

Dog Expressions

’
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1.

He’s like a dog with a bone

2.

I’m sick as a dog

3.

Call the dogs off

4.

He wants to be top dog

5.

It’s a dog eat dog world

6.

They fight like cats and dogs

7.

The neighbourhood has gone to the dogs

8.

If you lie down with a dog, you will get up with fleas

9.

It’s raining cats and dogs

10. You lucky dog
11. He works like a dog
12. You can’t teach an old dog new tricks
13. I’m dog tired
14. Let sleeping dogs lie
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